
Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill:  Digraph – ch, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  One 

 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Sight word speed drill with word cards (you can use your own list of sight 
words based on your students needs - this is a sample list) 
 
Word List:  you, that, was, are what, were, can, said, do, could    

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  With eyes closed, students put thumbs usp if they hear 
the /ch/ sound either at the beginning or end of the word.  Model with the words chat and such. See 
word list below. 

 
Articulation:   Show students what your mouth look like as you say /ch/.  Teeth are together 
and lips are stuck out.  Lips are rounded.  Model and have students practice in a mirror. Monitor 
student production of sound. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Show the spelling of /ch/.  Give each student a list of 
words with ch in the beginning and the end.  Have students circle the ch in each word as they make 
the sound quietly. 

 

Word List:  rich, such, chat, much, chip, Chet, Chad, lunch, chomp   

 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:  rich, such, chat, much, chip, Chet, Chad,lunch, chomp   
Word reading from word cards. 
I Do:  Listen to me read a word (Use a think-aloud to model word decoding.  Be very explicit with 
the target sound).  Model decoding with the words chip and lunch.   

We Do:   Let's do some together.  Choose word and guide students through the use of blending 
routine.  Complete "we do" with rich, Chet, and chomp.   

You Do:    Instruct students to whisper read all their word cards (each student needs the word 
list on word cards). It is important for the teacher to move around the group and listen to each 
student read his/her words cards and provide immediate corrective feedback. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    rich, such, chat, much, chip, Chet, Chad,lunch, chomp, 
Make words using magnetic board and letters. 
I Do:   I am going to say some words. Watch me segment the word withmy fingers to help me get 
ready to build the word. Using the magnetic board and letters, I am going to spell the word chip. Do 
a think aloud using the magnetic letters. 
We Do:  Let's do one together.  Read the word chat. Remind the students to segment the  sound 
they hear in the word.  What are the sounds in chat?  Students spell the word using their letters.    
You Do:   Ask the students to do the same thing using the words above.    

5 min. 

Dictation 
rich 
such 
chat 

3 min. 

Text Application 

Have students identify the words in story one that contain the targeted skill. 
Read the identified words. 
Read Story One. 10 

min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  Two 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Review consonant blends.  Add /p/ to the beginning of rod - what's the new 
word?  Add /c/ to lot - new word?  Add /f/ to log - new word?  Add /s/ to top - new word?  Add /t/ 
to rot - new word?  Add /b/ to lop - new word? 

   
Word List:    rod, prod, lot, clot, log, flog, top, stop, rot, trot, lop, blop 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Hold up smiley face card for words that have a /ch/ 
sound.  Use word list below – add in sight words 

 

Articulation:   Have students watch the teacher's mouth as she says Chet.  Remember that 
your teeth are together, lips stuck out and rounded. Have students practice with chip, chat, lunch, 
and much. 

 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Remind students that our focus is the /ch/ sound.  Ch is 
a consonant diagraph; consonant diagraphs are two consonants that stand for a new sound when 
together.  As teacher flips up a word, students make a big smile on their face if the word has /ch/, 
sad face if does not.  Use word cards from day 1 mixed with sight word cards from day 1. 

 
Word List:   rich, such, chat, much, chip, Chet, Chad, lunch, chomp 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:  rich, such, chat, much, chip, Chet, Chad,lunch, chomp,    
Read new words with letter cards.    

I Do:  Use the letter cards to build the word such. Model blending the sounds to decode the word - 
use think aloud!    
We Do:  Chorally, using adopted and pretaught blending routine, turn over letter cards to spell 
words from word list 1 (see list below).     
You Do:   Take turns reading words built from letter cards in pocket chart.  Provide corrective 
feedback/modeling as needed.   

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:  rich, such, chat, much, chip, Chet, Chad,lunch, chomp 
Make words using magnetic board and letters.     

I Do:    I am going to say some words. Listen carefully for the blend in each word. Using the 
magnetic board and letters, I am going to spell the word Chad. Do a think aloud using the magnetic 
letters.Model segmenting the word into sounds as you scaffold students. 

We Do:    Let's do one together.  Read the word chomp. Remind the students to blend the each 
sound they here in the word and spell the word using their letters. The /mp/ should be a previously 
taught skill but monitor closely as the group chorally segments.    
You Do:    Ask the students to do the same thing using the following words.    

5 min. 

Dictation 
much 
chip 
Chet 3 min. 

Text Application 
Read story one with identified target words. 
Read clean copy of story one. 10 

min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  Three 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:    Sight word practice- Name that word on a pocket chart.  Students turn 
over sight word card on pocket chart and read it.  Then they choose next student.  (You can use 
sample list below or words that are based upon your students). 

 
Word List:   small, feet, many, laugh, hot, baby, horse, four, good, jump (dolch words)      

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness: Use as needed.  See previous lessons from previous 
days. 

Articulation:  (Does not need done on this day of instruction unless indicated by student 
needs) 
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Sound/Letter Correspondence: Review with students 
that the skill focus is diagraph ch.  Ask students to chorally tell you what sound ch stands for?  /ch/ 
Give each student a ch card - have them hold it up when they hear the /ch/ sound.  Mix words from 
word list below with sight words above for examples/non-examples. 

Word List:   French, champ, chug, much, chip, Chet, Chad, lunch, chomp  

 
If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:  french, champ, chug, much, chip, Chet, Chad,lunch, chomp , + sight word 
cards or previously taught skill word cards    
I Do:  Choose the word card for french, model decoding it.  Think-aloud:  Does this word have the 
diagraph ‘ch’ in it?  Yes, french has the diagraph /ch/ at the end. I will put it on the ‘ch’ side of my 
sort!  Repeat with the word small - put on ‘no ch’ side of sort.  
 
We Do:   Ask students to choose a card from the pocket chart.  Read the word and place it in ch 
or no-ch word sort.   

You Do:     Take turns reading cards from the pocket chart and placing the cards in the correct 
row. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:   french, champ, chug, much, chip, Chet, Chad,lunch, chomp   
Make words letter cards. 

I Do:  Today we are going to build words with the diagraph ch with our letter cards.  Find your ch 
card.  What sound does ch stand for?  (/ch/).  Model segmenting the sounds in lunch. Use letter 
cards to build word.  Use think-aloud strategy with explicit language.   
We Do:   Let's do one together.  Read the word chug. Remind the students to segment each 
sound chorally.  All students build word champ. 

You Do:    Ask the students to do the same thing using the following words. Monitor students, 
provide model for self-correction.    

5 min. 

Dictation 
                              the French champ 

Chet has lunch 
chomp a fig 

3 min. 

Text Application 
 
Identify target words in story 2. 
Read story 2.   

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  Four 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Student sort - distribute pictures with either short a or short o sounds    
Students sort themselves into two groups.  Using picture cards instead of word cards makes 
students distinguish the sound in the word vs. identifying the letter in the word. 

 
Word List:  Use available picture cards from short vowel resources or make your own from 
internet search.      

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Not done unless indicated by student need  
Articulation:   Review /ch/ sound.  Model and have students imitate.   

 
If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter so    Letter sound Correspondence:    Give students words from word list one and two, 
students use highlighter tape to highlight ch diagraph. 
 
Word List:   Chet, Chad, chomp, brunch, bench, crunch, chin, chug, lunch, chum     

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:   Word Card Sort ch/no-ch words:  individual sorts for students.  Include 
pictures and words if available.    
I Do:   Choose a picture or word card. Use think aloud to model deciding if word has /ch/ or no 
/ch/ and put on correct side of sort. 

We Do:   Hold up a second card - students as a group help decide if it has /ch/ or does not have 
/ch/.    
You Do:   Students independently complete sort.  Monitor students - challenge them individually 
to justify sorts. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:   chet, chad, chomp, brunch, bench, crunch, chin, chug, lunch, chum   
Students write words with pencil paper.   
I Do:   I am going to say some words and we are going to spell them. Listen carefully for the /ch/ 
diagraph  in each word.  Model segmenting brunch (this word combined short vowel sound, blend, 
and diagraph).  I am going to spell the word brunch.   

We Do:    Let's do one together.  Write the word bench.. Remind the students to blend the each 
sound they hear in the word.  Provide a written model.  Scaffold students as necessary, example 
help them segment.     

You Do:   Ask the students to do the same thing using the following words. Provide written model 
to encourage self-assessment.   

5 min. 

Dictation 

 
I like to crunch chips. 
Chad will sit on the bench. 
Max chomps with his chum Chad! 3 min. 

Text Application 
Read story two. 

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 1 
Instructional Day:  Five 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:    Stepping up activity.  Students take one step forward for each word that's 
read that has a short o sound.  If no short o, one step back. 
 

Word List:   cat, chimp, chat, hot, chop, chip, dog,  chug, trot, box 2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 

Articulation of Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:   (Not done unless indicated by student needs.) 
Articulation:   Review /ch/ sound.  Model and have students imitate.   
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 
3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Give students words from word list one and two, 
students place a chip over the diagraph /ch/.  
Word List:   Chet, Chad, chomp, brunch, bench, crunch, chin, chug, lunch, chum     

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 
2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:  chet, chad, chomp, brunch, bench, crunch, chin, chug, lunch, chum  
Word Card Sort ch/no-ch words:  individual sorts for students.  Include pictures and words if 
available. 

I Do:  Choose a picture or word card. Use think aloud to model deciding if word has /ch/ or no /ch/ 
and put on correct side of sort.     
We Do:    Hold up a second card - students as a group help decide if it has /ch/ or does not have 
/ch/.   

You Do:  Students independently complete sort.  Monitor students - challenge them individually 
to justify sorts.  As students finish, read words to a partner.   

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:   chet, chad, chomp, brunch, bench, crunch, chin, chug, lunch, chum  
Students write words with pencil paper.  Complete with words not used on Day 4 or words that 
students need most support with. 

I Do:    I am going to say some words and we are going to spell them. Listen carefully for the /ch/ 
diagraph in each word.  Model segmenting brunch (this word combined short vowel sound, blend, 
and diagraph).  I am going to spell the word brunch.    

We Do:    Let's do one together.  Write the word bench. Remind the students to blend the each 
sound they hear in the word.  Provide a written model.  Scaffold students as necessary, example 
help them segment.     
You Do:     Ask the students to do the same thing using the following words. Provide written 
model to encourage self-assessment. 

5 min. 

Dictation 

 
Chomp on a log! 
Chip will eat brunch and lunch. 
Chad has a chin that is big! 
Chet is a good chum! 
 

3 min. 

Text Application 
Read story three. 
Formative Assessment:  Student should read targeted skill words with the goal being 95% accuracy.   10 

min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Target Words For  Digraph - ch  Stories 
 

 

Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 
Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14) 

Skill Specific 
 New Words  

(5-7) 

Skill Specific 
Words From  
Story 1  (5-7) 

Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14 words) 
Chet brunch Chet chant 
Chad bench Chad chill 
Chip chug chomp chimp 
such chin chip(s) branch 
much crunch chat chest 
chat   rich 

lunch   French 
inch   chap 

chums   champ 
 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 



 

 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Digraph – ch, Week 1 

 

Story Number: 1 

 

 

Chet and Chad 

 
Chet and Chad have a dog. His name is Chip.   Chip is a 

pup.  Chip seems as small as an inch!  Chip is black and 

brown.  Chet and Chad pet the small dog. 

Chet and Chad run with Chip.  Chet and Chad chat 

about Chip.  Chet and Chad have lunch with Chip.  Chip 

chomps his lunch inch by inch.  He has such fun with his 

chums!  They love Chip very much.   



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Digraph – ch, Week 1 

 

Story Number: 2 

 

 

Brunch on a Bench 

 
Chet and Chad will have brunch by a bench.  They will 

chug milk and crunch chips.  They walk by a man with a red 

hat and begin to chat.  Chet sees the man first.  Chad sees 

the man too.  Chet and Chad chat about the man and his 

red hat.  Chet and Chad walk back to their bench before 

they chug their milk.   They chomp chips and chug milk as they 

chat on the bench.  They like brunch on a bench! 

 

 



 
Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Digraph – ch, Week 1 

 

Story Number: 3 

 

Champ the Chimp 

 
Tim and Todd go to the zoo.  There is a chill in the wind.  

They see a chimp on a branch.  The chimp hits his chest.  A 

rich French chap walks by Tim and Todd.  The chap taps his 

chin.  “He is called Champ the Chimp,” chants the French 

chap.   

The chimp jumps from branch to branch.  “Do not chop the 

branch,” said the French chap, “The chimp will fall.” 

The French chap walks away as Tim and Todd chant, “Bye 

Champ the Chimp!” 

 

 



Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill:  Digraph – ch, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  One 

 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Sight word speed drill with word cards  
Word List:  you, that, was, are what, were, can, said, do, could or any other grade level 
appropriate Dolch list words.   

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  With eyes closed, students put thumbs up if they hear 
the /ch/ sound either at the beginning or end of the word.  Model with the words chat and such. See 
word list below. 

 
Articulation:   Show students what your mouth look like as you say /ch/.  Teeth are together 
and lips are stuck out.  Lips are rounded.  Model and have students practice in a mirror. Monitor 
student production of sound. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Show the spelling of /ch/.  Give each student a ist of 
words with ch in the beginning and the end.  Have students circle the ch in each word as they make 
the sound quietly. 

 

Word List:  lunch, chomp, chalk, pinch, quench, trench, chop, chum. ship, tag, shut, word, 
drop,  what, were, shine 

 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:  Word reading from word cards. 

Word List:   lunch, champ, chomp, chip, much, belch, chill, chest, clinch, chomp, ranch, check, 
chop, chum, chunk, pinch, quench, rich, trench   
I Do:  Listen to me read a word (use think aloud to model word decoding - be very explicit with the 
target sound).  Model decoding with the words chip and lunch.   

We Do:   Let's do some together.  Choose a word and guide students through the use of blending 
routine.  Complete "we do" with rich, champ, chomp.   

You Do:    Instruct students to whisper read all their word cards (each student needs the word 
list on word cards). It is important for the teacher to move around the group and listen to each 
student read his/her words cards and provide immediate corrective feedback. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    Make words using magnetic board and letters. 

Word List:  lunch, champ, chomp, chip, much, belch, chill, chest, clinch, chomp, ranch, check, 
chop, chum, chunk, pinch, quench, rich, trench   

I Do:   I am going to say some words. Watch me segment the word with my fingers to help me get 
ready to build the word. Using the magnetic board and letters, I am going to spell the word chip. Do 
a think aloud using the magnetic letters. 
We Do:  Let's do one together.  Read the word chat. Remind the students to segment the  sound 
they hear in the word.  What are the sounds in chat?  Students spell the word using their letters.    
You Do:   Ask the students to do the same thing using the word list above.    

5 min. 

Dictation 
 
much, chill, chest, chop, chum, pinch, chunk 3 min. 

Text Application 
  
1.  Have students identify the words in story one that contain the targeted skill. 
2.  Read the identified words. 
3.  Read Story One. 

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  Two 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Review consonant blends.  Add /p/ to the beginning of rod - what's the new 
word?  Add /c/ to lot - new word?  Add /f/ to log - new word?  Add /s/ to top - new word?  Add /t/ 
to rot - new word?  Add /b/ to lop - new word? 

   
Word List:    rod, prod, lot, clot, log, flog, top, stop, rot, trot, lop, blop 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Hold up smiley face card for words that have a /ch/ 
sound.  Use word list below – add in sight words 

 

Articulation:   Have students watch the teacher's mouth as she says Chet.  Remember that 
your teeth are together, lips stuck out and rounded. Have students practice with chip, chat, lunch, 
and much. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Remind students that our focus is the /ch/ sound.  Ch is 
a consonant digraph; consonant digraphs are two consonants that stand for a one sound.  As 
teacher flips up a word, students make a big smile on their face if the word has /ch/, sad face if does 
not.  Use word cards from day 1 mixed with sight word cards from day 1. 

  Word List:    lunch, chomp, chalk, pinch, quench, trench, chop, chum. ship, tag, shut, word, 
drop, what, were, shine 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:   Read new words with letter cards.    

Word List:   lunch, champ, chomp, chip, much, belch, chill, chest, clinch, chomp, ranch, check, 
chop, chum, chunk, pinch, quench, rich, trench   

I Do:  Use the letter cards to build the word such. Model blending the sounds to decode the word - 
Use think aloud!    
We Do:  Chorally, using adopted and pretaught blending routine, turn over letter cards to spell 
words from word list 1 (see list above).     
You Do:   Take turns reading words built from letter cards in pocket chart.  Provide corrective 
feedback/modeling as needed.   

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:  Make words using magnetic board and letters.     

Word List:   lunch, champ, chomp, chip, much, belch, chill, chest, clinch, chomp, ranch, check, 
chop, chum, chunk, pinch, quench, rich, trench   

I Do:    I am going to say some words. Listen carefully for the blend in each word. Using the 
magnetic board and letters, I am going to spell the word chip. Do a think aloud using the magnetic 
letters. Model segmenting the word into sounds as you scaffold students. 

We Do:    Let's do one together.  Read the word chomp. Remind the students to blend the each 
sound they here in the word and spell the word using their letters. The /mp/ should be a previously 
taught skill but monitor closely as the group chorally segments.    
You Do:    Ask the students to do the same thing using the  words above.    

5 min. 

Dictation 
 
lunch, check, chum, rich, chip, clinch 

3 min. 

Text Application 

 
1.  Read story one with identified target words. 
2.  Read clean copy of story one. 10 

min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  Three 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:    Sight word practice- Name that word on a pocket chart.  Students turn 
over sight word card on pocket chart and read it.  Then they choose next student 
Word List:   small, feet, many, laugh, hot, baby, horse, four, good, jump  or any other grade level 
appropriate Dolch list words.  2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness: Use as needed.  See previous day lesson. 

Articulation:   
If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Use as needed.  See previous day lesson. 
Word List:    

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:  
Word List:   French, lunch, champ, chomp, chip, much, belch, chill, chest, clinch, chomp, ranch, 
check, chop, chum, chunk, pinch, quench, rich, trench , + sight word cards or previously taught skill 
word cards    
I Do:  Choose the word card for French, model decoding it, think aloud:  Does this word have the 
digraph ch in it?  Yes, French has the digraph /ch/ at the end. I will put it on the ch side of my sort!  
Repeat with the word small - put on no ch side of sort. from the pocket chart and read it aloud.  Do a 
think aloud: sound out the word and say it.  Place it in row for r-blends.  

We Do:   Ask students to choose a card.  Read the word and place it in ch or no-ch word sort.   

You Do:     Take turns reading cards from the pocket chart and placing the cards in the correct 
row. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    Make words letter cards. 

Word List:  French, lunch, champ, chomp, chip, much, belch, chill, chest, clinch, chomp, ranch, 
check, chop, chum, chunk, pinch, quench, rich, trench   

I Do:  Today we are going to build words with the digraph ch with our letter cards.  Find your ch 
card.  What sound does ch stand for?  (/ch/).  Model segmenting the sounds in lunch. Use letter 
cards to build word.  Use think aloud strategy with explicit language.   
We Do:   Let's do one together.  Read the word chum. Remind the students to segment each 
sound chorally.  All students build word trench. 

You Do:    Ask the students to do the same thing using the words above. Monitor students, 
provide model for self-correction.    

5 min. 

Dictation 
 

eat lunch, do not belch, chomp chips, A ranch has a trench. 3 min. 

Text Application 
 
1.  Identify target words in story 2. 
2.  Read story 2.   10 

min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  Four 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Student sort - distribute pictures with either short a or short o sounds    
Students sort themselves into two groups.  Using picture cards instead of word cards makes 
students distinguish the sound in the word vs. identifying the letter in the word. 

 
Word List:  Use available picture cards from short vowel resources or make your own from 
internet search.      

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Not done unless indicated by student need  
Articulation:   See previous lesson.  Use as needed.   

 
If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter so    Letter sound Correspondence:    See previous lesson.  Use as needed. 
Word List:    

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:   Word Card Sort  
ch/no-ch words:  individual sorts for students.  Include pictures and words if available.    
I Do:   Choose a picture or word card. Use think aloud to model deciding if word has /ch/ or no 
/ch/ and put on correct side of sort. 

We Do:   Hold up a second card - students as a group help decide if it has /ch/ or does not have 
/ch/.    
You Do:   Students independently complete sort.  Monitor students - challenge them individually 
to justify sorts. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    Students write words with pencil paper.   
 
Word List:     French,  lunch, champ, chomp, chip, much, belch, chill, chest, clinch, chomp, 
ranch, check, chop, chum, chunk, pinch, quench, rich, trench 

I Do:   I am going to say some words and we are going to spell them. Listen carefully for the /ch/ 
digraph  in each word.  Model segmenting brunch (this word combined short vowel sound, blend, 
and digraph).  I am going to spell the word brunch.   

We Do:    Let's do one together.  Write the word bench.. Remind the students to blend each 
sound they hear in the word.  Provide a written model.  Scaffold students as necessary, example 
help them segment.     

You Do:   Ask the students to do the same thing using the  words above. Provide written model to 
encourage self-assessment.   

5 min. 

Dictation 

 
Chop the chip in two. 
My chum ate lunch. 
The champ is on a ranch. 

3 min. 

Text Application 
 

1.  Read story two. 10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 2 
Instructional Day:  Five 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:    Stepping up activity.  Students take one step forward for each word that's 
read that has a short o sound.  If no short o, one step back. 
 

Word List:   cat, chimp, chat, hot, chop, chip, dog,  chug, trot, box 2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 

Articulation of Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:   See previous lesson. Use as needed. 
  
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 
3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   See previous lesson.  Use as needed. 

 
If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List: Word Card Sort  
ch/no-ch words:  individual sorts for students.  Include pictures and words if available. 

I Do:  Choose a picture or word card. Use think aloud to model deciding if word has /ch/ or no /ch/ 
and put on correct side of sort.     
We Do:    Hold up a second card - Students help decide if it has /ch/ or does not have /ch/.   

You Do:  Students independently complete sort.  Monitor students - challenge them individually 
to justify sorts.  As students finish, read words to a partner.   

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:   Students write words with pencil paper.  Complete with words not 
used on Day 4 or words that students need most support with. 

I Do:    I am going to say some words and we are going to spell them. Listen carefully for the /ch/ in 
each word.  Model segmenting brunch (this word combined short vowel sound, blend, and digraph).  
I am going to spell the word brunch.    

We Do:    Let's do one together.  Write the word quench. Remind the students to blend each 
sound they hear in the word.  Provide a written model.  Scaffold students as necessary, example 
help them segment.     
You Do:     Ask the students to do the same thing using the following words. Provide written 
model to encourage self-assessment. 

5 min. 

Dictation 

 
Chomp on a log! 
Bob eats lunch. 
The chick is on the ranch. 
I had a chill in my chest. 

3 min. 

Text Application 
 
1.  Read story three. 
2.  Formative Assessment:  Student should read targeted skill words with the goal being 95% 

accuracy.   

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Target Words For Digraph - ch  Stories 
 

 

Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 
Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14) 

Skill Specific 
 New Words  

(5-7) 

Skill Specific 
Words From  
Story 1  (5-7) 

Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14 words) 
lunch chick ranch Welch 

champ branch champ chap 
chomps inch chomp chess 

chips squelch lunch hunch 
much munch chest chats 
belch   bunch 
chill   crunch 

chest   chug 
clinch   punch 
chomp   chaps 
ranch   Chin 
chip    

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 



 

 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Digraph – ch, Week 2 

 

Story Number: 1 

 

 

Bob the Champ 

 

At lunch Bob is a champ.  Bob is a champ when 

he chomps chips. 

If Bob eats too much he will belch.  His chest will 

clench and Bob will belch.  He gets a chill when he 

lets out a belch. 

Are you a champ when you chomp a chip?  

Which chip would you chomp?  Do you use ranch 

dip when you chomp chips?  Do not eat too much or 

you may belch. 



 
Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Digraph – ch, Week 2 

 

Story Number: 2 

 

The Chick 

 

The ranch has a chick.  The chick is a champ.  At 

lunch the chick sits on a branch.  He will see an inch 

bug.  The chick will jump off the branch.  The chick 

will squelch and eat the inch bug.  Munch, munch, 

chomp, chomp! 

The chick is on the ranch with a pig and a rat.  

The pig, rat and chick, all eat inch bugs for lunch.  

The chick is the champ.  He eats the most inch bugs. 

The chick puffs his chest and struts his stuff.  He is the 

champ. 



 
Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Digraph – ch, Week 2 

 

Story Number: 3 

 

 

The Chap from Welch 

 

 The chap from Welch plays chess.  He plays chess 

all day.  The chap has a hunch.  If the chap chats 

with a friend, the friend may play chess with him.   

The chap and his friend play chess. A bunch of kids 

see them.  The kids snack as they stand.  The kids 

crunch chips and chug punch.  The punch and chips 

drop on the chap’s chin. 

The chap from Welch cannot play chess now.  He 

must scrub his chin.  The chess game ends. 



Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill:  Digraph – ch, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  One 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Sight word speed drill with word cards  
Word List:  you, that, was, are what, were, can, said, do, could or any other grade level 
appropriate Dolch list words.   

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  With eyes closed, students put thumbs up if they hear 
the /ch/ sound either at the beginning or end of the word.  Model with the words Chad and chomp. 
See word list below. 

 
Articulation:   Show students what your mouth look like as you say /ch/.  Teeth are together 
and lips are stuck out.  Lips are rounded.  Model and have students practice in a mirror. Monitor 
student production of sound. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Show the spelling of /ch/.  Give each student a list of 
words with ch in the beginning and the end.  Have students circle the ch in each word as they make 
the sound quietly. 

 

Word List:  Chad, chomp, chips, chin, chop, chunks, rich 

 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:   Chad, chomp, chips, chin, chop, chunks, rich 

I Do:  Listen to me read a word (use think aloud to model word decoding - be very explicit with the 
target sound).  Model decoding with the words rick and chunks.   

We Do:   Let's do some together.  Choose a word and guide students through the use of blending 
routine.  Complete "we do" with chop, chin, chips.   

You Do:    Instruct students to whisper read all their word cards (each student needs the word 
list on word cards). It is important for the teacher to move around the group and listen to each 
student read his/her words cards and provide immediate corrective feedback. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:     Chad, chomp, chips, chin, chop, chunks, rich 

I Do:   I am going to say some words. Watch me segment the word with my fingers to help me get 
ready to build the word. Using the magnetic board and letters, I am going to spell the word chomp. 
Do a think aloud using the magnetic letters. 
We Do:  Let's do one together.  Read the word Chad. Remind the students to segment the  sound 
they hear in the word.  What are the sounds in chat?  Students spell the word using their letters.    
You Do:   Ask the students to do the same thing using the word list above.    

5 min. 

Dictation 
 
Chad, chomp, chips, chin, chop, chunks, rich 3 min. 

Text Application 

  
1.  Have students identify the words in story one that contain the targeted skill. 
2.  Read the identified words. 
3.  Read Story One. 

10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  Two 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Review consonant blends.  Add /p/ to the beginning of rod - what's the new 
word?  Add /c/ to lot - new word?  Add /f/ to log - new word?  Add /s/ to top - new word?  Add /t/ 
to rot - new word?  Add /b/ to lop - new word? 

   
Word List:    rod, prod, lot, clot, log, flog, top, stop, rot, trot, lop, blop 

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Hold up smiley face card for words that have a /ch/ 
sound.  Use word list below – add in sight words 

 

Articulation:   Have students watch the teacher's mouth as she says Chad.  Remember that 
your teeth are together, lips stuck out and rounded. Have students practice. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Remind students that our focus is the /ch/ sound.  Ch is 
a consonant digraph; consonant digraphs are two consonants that stand for a one sound.  As 
teacher flips up a word, students make a big smile on their face and say /ch/if the word has the ch 
pattern, sad face if does not.   

  Word List:    lunch, chomp, chalk, pinch, quench, trench, chop, chum. ship, tag, shut, word, 
drop,  what, were, shine 

2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:    Chad, chomp, chips, chin, chop, chunks, rich 

I Do:  Use the letter cards to build the word rich. Model blending the sounds to decode the word - 
Use think aloud!    
We Do:  Chorally, using adopted and pre-taught blending routine, turn over letter cards to spell 
words from word list 1 (see list above).     
You Do:   Take turns reading words built from letter cards in pocket chart.  Provide corrective 
feedback/modeling as needed.   

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:   Chad, chomp, chips, chin, chop, chunks, rich 

I Do:    I am going to say some words. Listen carefully for the blend in each word. Using the 
magnetic board and letters, I am going to spell the word chips. Do a think aloud using the magnetic 
letters. Model segmenting the word into sounds as you scaffold students. 

We Do:    Let's do one together.  Read the word chop. Remind the students to blend the each 
sound they here in the word and spell the word using their letters.  
You Do:    Ask the students to do the same thing using the  words above.    

5 min. 

Dictation 
 
Chad chomps 
Rich chops 3 min. 

Text Application 

 
1.  Read story one with identified target words. 
2.  Read clean copy of story one. 10 

min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  Three 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:    Sight word practice- Name that word on a pocket chart.  Students turn 
over sight word card on pocket chart and read it.  Then they choose next student 
Word List:   small, feet, many, laugh, hot, baby, horse, four, good, jump or any other grade level 
appropriate Dolch list words.  2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness: Use as needed.  See previous day lesson. 

Articulation:   
If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   Use as needed.  See previous day lesson. 
Word List:    

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:  
Word List:   French,  lunch, champ, chip, belch, chest, clinch, chum, rich, trench , + sight word 
cards or previously taught skill word cards    
I Do:  Choose the word card for lunch, model decoding it, think aloud:  Does this word have the 
digraph ch in it?  Yes, lunch has the digraph /ch/ at the end. I will put it on the ch side of my sort.  
Repeat with the word small - put on no ch side of sort on the pocket chart and read it aloud.  Do a 
think aloud: sound out the word and say it. 

We Do:   Ask students to choose a card.  Read the word and place it in ch or no-ch word sort.   

You Do:     Take turns reading cards from the pocket chart and placing the cards in the correct 
row. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:     French,  lunch, champ, chip, belch, chest, clinch, chum, rich, trench 

I Do:  Today we are going to build words with the digraph ch with our letter cards.  Find your ch 
card.  What sound does ch stand for?  (/ch/).  Model segmenting the sounds in chum. Use letter 
cards to build at least two words.  Use think aloud strategy with explicit language.   
We Do:   Let's do one together.  Read the word belch. Remind the students to segment each 
sound chorally.  All students build word trench. 
You Do:    Ask the students to do the same thing using the words above. Monitor students, 
provide model for self-correction.    

5 min. 

Dictation 
 

eat lunch,  
do not belch,  
chomp chips 

3 min. 

Text Application 
 
1.  Identify target words in story 2. 
2.  Read story 2.   10 

min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  Four 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:   Student sort - distribute pictures with either short a or short o sounds    
Students sort themselves into two groups.  Using picture cards instead of word cards makes 
students distinguish the sound in the word vs. identifying the letter in the word. 

 
Word List:  Use available picture cards from short vowel resources or make your own from 
internet search.      

2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 
Articulation of 

Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:  Not done unless indicated by student need  
Articulation:   See previous lesson.  Use as needed.   

 
If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 

3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter so    Letter sound Correspondence:    See previous lesson.  Use as needed. 
Word List:    

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:   lunch, chips, bench, chuck, grinch, chomp, Chet, chin, bunch, Chad,  
French,  lunch, champ, chip, belch, chest, clinch, chum, rich, trench, and other grade appropriate 
Dolch list words 
I Do:   Choose a word card. Use think aloud to model deciding if word has /ch/ or no /ch/ and put 
on correct side of sort.  Repeat with another card. 

We Do:   Hold up a second card - students as a group help decide if it has /ch/ or does not have 
/ch/.   Do three together. 
You Do:   Students independently complete sort.  Monitor students - challenge them individually 
to justify sorts. 

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:     lunch, chips, bench, chuck, grinch, chomp, Chet, chin, bunch, 
Chad,  French,  lunch, champ, chip, belch, chest, clinch, chum, rich, trench 
 

I Do:   I am going to say some words and we are going to spell them. Listen carefully for the /ch/ 
digraph  in each word.  Model segmenting Chet.  Repeat with chest.   
We Do:    Let's do one together.  Write the word grinch.. Remind the students to blend each 
sound they hear in the word.  Provide a written model.  Scaffold students as necessary, example 
help them segment.     

You Do:   Ask the students to do the same thing using the  words above. Provide written model to 
encourage self-assessment.   

5 min. 

Dictation 

 
Chad sees a Grinch. 
Sit on a bench at lunch.   
Chad grins and calls Chet.  

3 min. 

Text Application 
 

1.  Read story two. 10 
min. 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Skill: Digraph – ch, Week 3 
Instructional Day:  Five 

Section Instructional Routine Time 

Warm-up 
Activities 

Review Activity:    Stepping up activity.  Students take one step forward for each word that's 
read that has a short o sound.  If no short o, one step back. 
 

Word List:   cat, chimp, chat, hot, chop, chip, dog,  chug, trot, box 2 min. 

Phonological 
Awareness and 

Articulation of Skill 

Activate Phonemic Awareness:   See previous lesson. Use as needed. 
  
 

If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 
3 min. 

Letter-Sound 
Correspondence 

Letter sound Correspondence:   See previous lesson.  Use as needed. 

 
If skill is secure, then spend this time in text application. 2 min. 

Word Reading 
Blending Routines 

(sound-by-sound or 
continuous) 

Word Reading List:  lunch, chips, bench, chuck, grinch, chomp, Chet, chin, bunch, Chad,  
French,  lunch, champ, chip, belch, chest, clinch, chum, rich, trench, other grade level appropriate 
Dolch list words 

I Do:  Choose a word card. Use think aloud to model deciding if word has /ch/ or no /ch/ and put 
on correct side of sort.  Do this with two word cards 

We Do:    Hold up another card - Students help decide if it has /ch/ or does not have /ch/.  Do this 
with two more word cards. 

You Do:  Students independently complete sort.  Monitor students - challenge them individually 
to justify sorts.  As students finish, read words to a partner.   

5 min. 

Word Work 

Word Building Words:    lunch, chips, bench, chuck, grinch, chomp, Chet, chin, bunch, Chad,  
French,  lunch, champ, chip, belch, chest, clinch, chum, rich, trench 

I Do:    I am going to say some words and we are going to spell them. Listen carefully for the /ch/ in 
each word.  Model segmenting Chuck.  Repeat with champ. 

We Do:    Let's do one together.  Write the word French. Remind the students to blend each 
sound they hear in the word.  Provide a written model.  Scaffold students as necessary, example 
help them segment.     
You Do:     Ask the students to do the same thing using the following words. Provide written 
model to encourage self-assessment. 

5 min. 

Dictation 

The grinch chomps the chips. 
The grinch has a small chin. 
Chad likes chips. 3 min. 

Text Application 
 
1.  Read story three. 
2.  Formative Assessment:  Student should read targeted skill words with the goal being 95% 

accuracy.   

10 
min. 



Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Target Words For Digraph - ch  Stories 
 

Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 
Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14) 

Skill Specific 
 New Words  

(5-7) 

Skill Specific 
Words From  
Story 1  (5-7) 

Skill Specific 
New words 

(10-14 words) 
Chad lunch chips Chuck 

chomp bench chuck child 
chips grinch chomp munch    
chin Chet chin chilled 
chop bunch Chad hunch 

chunks   punch 
rich   chunk 

   much 
   pinch 
   ranch 
 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 



 

 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Diagraph – ch, Week 3 

 

Story Number: 1 

 

 

Chomp the Chips 

 
Chad liked to eat chips.  His chin went up and down as he 

chomped on the chips.  Chad chewed most of the chips and 

chugged a pop.   

Chad wished to chat with Rich.  Chad got on his dad’s PC 

to chat with Rich.  Rich wants to meet with Chad so they can 

eat chips and dip.   

Rich makes a good dip that he wants to eat with Chad.  He 

chops chunks of ham and eggs to go in the dip.  Chad and 

Rich chomp the chips and the dip.  It drips down their chin!  

Yum! Yum! 

 

 



 

Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Diagraph – ch, Week 3 

 

Story Number: 2 

 

 

The Grinch 

 
Chad sees a grinch on a bench at lunch.  Chad grins and 

calls Chet to chat.  As they chat, Chad tells Chet about the 

grinch.  Chad and Chet want to make the Grinch their pal. 

Chet comes over and wants to give the grinch a bunch of 

Chad’s chips for lunch.  Chad did not like this plan.  The grinch 

could not chomp the chips with his small chin.   Chad was 

glad the grinch could not eat the chips.  Chad wants to eat all 

of his chips. 

  

 

 

 

 



 
Explicit Instruction for Phonics Intervention 

Instructional Focus: Diagraph – ch, Week 3 

 

Story Number: 3 

 

Chuck 

 
 As a child, Chuck liked to go out to eat. Each Friday, he 

had a hunch that dad would take him out to eat.   He would 

get punch and chunks of ham.  He would munch and munch 

on the chunks of ham.  He liked to add a pinch of salt and dip 

the chunks in chilled ranch.  He liked them so much!   

 He did not like to see the chap bring the check.  He 

knew the chap would take away the chunks of ham that were 

left. 

 

 
 


